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ABSTRACT

Self-organization using simple dynamic laws has been applied to migration across a common border between two entities, states or countries. The motion of the migrants and their final positions are presented. In the system there were two sets of objects. One set is on a side of the boundary. One side, the right side, is considered to be the better entity. That is it has a good government and the economy is strong. On the left side the entity is decidedly different with respect to the governance and the economy. Each side’s objects are further divided into two groups. The two groups are referred to as strong and weak. The strong represent the governance, rich or elite and weak refers to the general population. Initially the objects are randomly distributed in this two dimensional square bounded region, and then allowed to dynamically interact for a number of iterations. The forces among all of the particles as groups can be defined to be attractive or repulsive and can be adjusted to study the resulting configuration from the dynamics. Four experiments were conducted to see how self-organization applies for these scenarios. In Experiment 1 the migration takes place with only the object-to-object forces active. In Experiment 2 the concept of employment was introduced. An unemployed object was allowed to move faster than an employed object thus giving the unemployed greater mobility. The employment rate on right side is considerably higher than on the left side. Experiment 3 explores changing one of the forces from repelling to attract. Experiment 3 is the same as Experiment 2 except for this and it went for twice as many iterations. Experiment 4 created employment centers on the right side. These centers provided jobs to left side migrants that
came close enough to a center. If the left side object got a center job then that migrant did not move for the remainder of the simulation. In Experiments 1 and 2 there was no incentive for a migrant to remain so the migrant traveled back and forth across the border. In Experiment 4 it was assumed that the job provided incentive for the migrant to remain at a fixed location. Thus clusters of migrants formed around the job centers.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to report on the results of applying a self-organization simulator to migration across a common border. The emphasis of the study was on systems of simple configuration and the dynamics provided by the simple inverse square law force. Self-organization in a system is a naturally occurring phenomenon and is observed frequently in a number of different settings [1-5]. Fuchs [6] discusses the relevance of self-organization. Self-organization in a system occurs with no external or internal control, but it happens due to the internal forces that are a natural part of the system. The internal forces guide the evolution of the system. Our emphasis is on the simplicity of the system and the resulting outcome using the simple dynamics.

This paper is a follow on to a paper devoted to self-organization. Substantial changes and additions have been made but the basic structure of the computer program remains. The previous paper by me and a co-author was to have been presented at the Texas Section of the American Physics Society in April 2020, but this meeting was cancelled. It is our intent to submit this paper to the Fall Meeting in November 2020. This paper is a derivative of that work which produced a computer program and is directed at migration across a friendly border between a “poorer” nation, state or entity and a “richer” one. The objects were in a square of dimension of 512 on a side. The objects were subjected to internal forces of the inverse square law and moved in accordance with those forces. The basic program has also been used to study the propagation of infectious diseases.

First lets give some background of the approach used here. A number of objects were distributed in a square. The square is divided vertically down the middle and n objects are uniformly distributed on each side. On each side the objects were divided into two kinds of objects. A certain percentage was identified as strong objects and the remainder were called weak objects. The strong objects were the wealthy, elite, and governance. The remainder was the general population. The total number of objects is part of the input and was adjustable. Every object exerted a force on every other object and the force was attractive or repulsive as part of the strong or weak group. Every object had a strength assigned to it. For the ith object the force on it by the jth object was given by the product of the strengths divided by the distance squared between the objects. The movement of each object was given by the sum of the forces multiplied by deltax for movement in x direction and similarly for movement in y direction. The distance between every pair of objects was found, the forces calculated and the particles moved accordingly. One step in the simulation is referred to as an iteration. A simulation run was for a fixed number of iterations. Data were calculated along the way and at the end for analysis. There were a number of parameters that were read in from input files so the parameters could be varied run to run. Also some of the parameters were kept at the end of a run so the program could be restarted from where it ended in a previous run.

There are in general at least two kinds of people that cross the border. These are migrants and immigrants. The migrants are those that are mainly looking for temporary work. They may cross the border over and over as the work need varies. The immigrants are looking to make a new home and a new life and tend to stay once across the border [7]. The later group gives rise to enclaves and settle in communities that accept them. This group should tend to some kind of equilibrium by settling in a location and move infrequently. This group requires a number of environmental factors that our simulation did not account for. Family immigration across the U. S.-Mexico has been increasing [7]. From October 2018 through 2019 688,000 people were apprehended on the U. S. –Mexico border [8]. Over half of these were families or unaccompanied children. Our simulation had more to do with a single object leaving a harsh environment for a more rewarding circumstance.
For a migrant the movement is often back and forth across the border. In this situation there is no easy or evident path to a state of equilibrium. Our simulation shows the objects moving just as much at the end of a run as at the start. This was true over a range of iterations up to 10 million and the number of objects on each side ranging from 20 to 500. Clusters of objects were found but they were formed and dissolved. There was no incentive beyond that provided by the forces for an object to remain in a fixed location. In Exp4 job opportunities were provided on the right side which gave the migrants incentive to stay. A sample initial distribution is shown in Fig. 1.

The dynamics are governed by a set of forces between each pair of particles $i$ and $j$ such that $f_{ij} = s_i s_j / d_s$ where $s_i$ and $s_j$ are the respective strengths of the particles and $d_s$ is the square of distance between the two particles. In all cases considered here the distance between the particles is the Euclidean measure. The distance from

$$(x_0[i], y_0[i]) \text{ to } (x_0[j], y_0[j]) \text{ is given by}$$

$$d = \sqrt{(x_0[j] - x_0[i])^2 + (y_0[j] - y_0[i])^2}$$

Although there are many articles and papers published about migration and its different facets, we have been unable to find any that would give a precedent for the work presented here. In King et. al. [9] is discuss the types of migration and examine the economic models and political influences on a global basis. Massey and Zentena develop an equation probability model [10]. In ref [11] Pisarenskaya and colleagues present an empirical model of an new research area and discuss the Latent Dirichlet Allocation often used. It is a Bayesian probability model. Massey et al [12] discuss the theory of immigration. Our outlook is that we have created a tool that can be used to study self-organization for migration and perhaps extended to immigration studies. The program collects a number of statistics that can be used to study the system evolution.

2. METHODS AND MATERIALS

The method here was to investigate migrant flow across a border using computer simulation. The program constructed here was intended to offer the capability to model a number of different scenarios. The program was written in the gcc c-language using the Debian version of Linux. The program was written for the sole purpose of using it to investigate systems evolving under self–organization. The program was written in function form so that it is relatively easy to add new features to the program. No tricky or short cut programming techniques were used. No effort was made to speed up execution or to conserve memory. The straight forward easy way has taken precedence. This makes the program easy to follow, understand and modify as

![Fig. 1. Initial distribution for 100 objects on each side. Purple left side. Green right side](image-url)
needed. The program was constructed as a series of functions and the main program was mostly a series of calls. A function in general was to calculate a particular result. This program is object based. The object simulation approach limitation was that since it is object based the run time increases significantly as the number of objects increases. Since the distance between every pair of objects had to be calculated the time complexity was at least $n^2$. This disadvantage is offset by the fact that individual objects could be followed as opposed to the more mathematical or statistical based methods which tend to look at collections of objects. Extensive effort was expended to see that the program was correct. A number of statistical parameters were calculated, but many of these are not reported here because of space limitations. We have chosen to present the most interesting results.

3. RESULTS

3.1 The Experiments

Since all of the experiments were based on a common program we will describe that program and address the individual experiments after that.

3.1.1 General description

The objects were such that every object interacts with every other object. The object dynamics are straight-forward. Each object was assigned a strength as described above. The strength was the same for all strong objects $S_{\text{max}}$. The strength assigned for the weak objects is uniformly distributed from 0 to $S_{\text{max}}$. The particles interact such that the force on object $i$ by object $j$ is as described earlier. The simulation proceeded at discrete intervals according to the

\[ d = d_0 + f \delta t \]

where $d_0$ was the $x$ or $y$ coordinate before an iteration step, $d$ was the coordinate after an iteration step, $\delta t$ was the size of the iteration step, and $f$ was the force acting on the particle in $x$ or $y$ direction.

The simulation proceeds as follows:

a. $n$ objects of each type were created and placed on a side at random in a 512x512 square divided by a border down the middle.

b. The strength of each object was assigned.

c. The vector distance between every pair of object was calculated.

d. The net force on each object $i$ is determined by adding all of the forces from the other objects.

e. The dynamics were then applied to obtain the new position of each object.

f. With the new locations known the process starting at step c was iterated. The process was repeated for a given number of iterations so that the results could be studied.

In all of the experiments 80% of the objects were declared to be weak and 20% of the objects were declared to be strong. The strength of object $i$ was given by $s_i$ and was the same in all experiments. In all cases the maximum strength was $S_{\text{max}}$ and all strong objects had this strength. The weak objects strength was randomly distributed between 0 and $S_{\text{max}}$. The step sizes $\delta x$ and $\delta y$ could be varied and some runs used 0.01, some used 0.001 and some used 0.005. One of the things we looked for was clustering of migrants. A migrant for our purposes is an object on a side that is not that object’s original side. The radius for cluster formation and the number of objects to form a cluster varied from run-to-run. The values used are given in the discussion of each experiment.

When an object got too close to an edge of the square it could leave the square on the next iteration. If this happened too frequently the effect was that the chance of reaching equilibrium was unlikely. When an object left the square it was re-injected to keep the number of particles constant. No object died or went away for any reason. The rule for re-injection was that if a object left the square on an iteration it was injected back into the square at a random location. The number of object exits were counted. Another method of re-injection had the errant object reinserted at the geometrical center of the other objects. The idea here was to reduce the effect on the force field by the new location of an object. This scheme worked very well and the number of exits fell to just a few hundreds opposed to several thousands earlier. However, in keeping with overall simplicity the random insertion was used. It would be interesting to try an insertion scheme using exiting as a rubber ball in an elastic collision with the wall. This is an involved calculation and in our opinion is not in keeping with the goal of a simple calculation. Hence we did not pursue this method.
The implementation of the dynamics deserves some further explanation. Employing these dynamics bears a significant similarity to integrating the equations of motion for the inverse square law force. When two objects are far apart the force is small because of the distance squared in the denominator. Hence when the distance to be moved by the particles was small a relatively large step size could be used. As the particles get closer the force naturally increases. At certain distance called the critical distance dc, the distance to be moved was equal to the distance of separation. This critical distance was

\[ d^3 = S_i S_j \delta t. \]  

(2)

If the distance between the particles was smaller than dc the two particles would over shoot each other when moved via the dynamics. It was necessary to shorten the step size to prevent this. This was accomplished by moving the particle 0.1 of d, the distance between the objects. The distance was calculated and the particles moved as appropriate.

3.1.2 The forces

The interactions were set between the objects could be to be attractive or repulsive. Therefore, the interactions could be set to reflect a number of different interesting scenarios. The idea was that by modifying the type of force, the object strength, and the number of weak and strong particles a number of scenarios could be simulated. Consider two countries or entities divided by a boundary. Each entity, country or state had its own government or rules and population. It was assumed that on each side of the boundary strong and weak forces are attractive within the respective group meaning that they support within the group. It was assumed that the weak objects dislike the governance on left side of the boundary, but right side weak are favorable to the governance. Across the boundary all of the forces were repulsive except that the weak were sympathetic with their own group and with those on the opposite side. Using s to represent a strong object and w to represent a weak object the interactions are shown in Table 1.

The forces listed in Column 2 of Table 1 are such that the first attracted the second. The force sign is given in the input file. Here s refers to strong object, w refers to weak object 0 refers to left side of the square and 1 refers to right side of the square. The sign of the each force was given in an input file. If the input is plus one the force is attractive. If the input was minus one then the force was repulsive. Once given the initial locations the net force on each particle was calculated and the dynamics applied. The same simulation steps were employed for all experiments. The process was continued for a number of pre-assigned iterations or until stable equilibrium was achieved. A stable equilibrium was never observed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Force number</th>
<th>force label</th>
<th>Exp1,2</th>
<th>Exp3,4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>w0 to w0</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>w1 to w1</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>w0 to s0</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>w1 to s1</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>s0 to w0</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s1 to w1</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>s0 to s0</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s1 to s1</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>w1 to w0</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>a all others same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>w0 to w1</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>s1 to s0</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s0 to s1</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>s1 to w0</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s0 to w1</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>w0 to s1</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>w1 to s0</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Only a few of the collected statistics are discussed in this paper because of the length required to present the results. To follow the evolution of the system clusters of migrants were calculated. The clusters for objects of each kind are calculated after a specified number of iterations. The calculation proceeded as follows. A point in the 512x512 grid was selected starting in the upper left hand corner and then proceeded horizontally and then vertically until all points in the grid were processed. When a point was examined it was added to the cluster if it had no neighbors closer than ro, a radius around the selected point used. Both of these parameters were input parameters and were easily adjusted. An additional program also exists that can be run after the fact for investigation of the clusters for different values of ro and no. However there was a big surprise in the migration data as shown in the figures. We expected the migration to be the greatest from left to right, that is from the poor to the rich side. However in some cases the opposite happened. The end result was just a minor surprise in the migration data as shown in the figures. We expected the migration to be the greatest from left to right, that is from the poor to the rich side. However in some cases the opposite happened. The end result was just a minor surprise in the migration data as shown in the figures. We expected the migration to be the greatest from left to right, that is from the poor to the rich side. However in some cases the opposite happened. The end result was just a minor surprise in the migration data as shown in the figures. We expected the migration to be the greatest from left to right, that is from the poor to the rich side. However in some cases the opposite happened. The end result was just a minor surprise in the migration data as shown in the figures. We expected the migration to be the greatest from left to right, that is from the poor to the rich side. However in some cases the opposite happened. The end result was just a minor surprise in the migration data as shown in the figures. We expected the migration to be the greatest from left to right, that is from the poor to the rich side. However in some cases the opposite happened. The end result was just a minor surprise in the migration data as shown in the figures.

3.2 The Experiments

3.2.1 Discussion of the for experiments

3.2.1.1 Experiment 1

In Exp.1 only the inverse square law forces were used. We give results for two cases. We ran cases for 400,000, 600,000, 1,800,000, 2,000,000, 2,800,000, 3,800,000, 4,000,000, and 5,000,000. The results presented here are for 400,000 and 5,000,000. Fig. 1 displays the objects at the start of the 400,000 iteration run. The migration of the objects are shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. The final locations for 100 objects 400,000 iterations/Red cross original left side. Green x original right side. Blue asterick final left side. Yellow box final location right side. delx=dely=0.1. 80 weak and 20 strong objects. Migration was 37 left to right and 26 from right to left.

1. 100 particles for 400,000 iterations and 5,000,000 iterations.

2. 500 particles in the employed runs with 5,000,000 iterations

3. Essentially Exp2 with 10,000,000 iterations.

4. Employment centers added.

The parameters for these experiments are given in each experiment's discussion. In Exp (2) the sign of force w1- wo was changed to attractive from repel. This is shown in the Table 1. There are 4 objects that were followed through the run. These four could be selected in the program. The coordinates of these 4 objects are recorded and saved at every 1,000 or 2,000 iterations during the run. If these objects were at or near equilibrium their movement would be slow or they would have stopped.
and the cluster formations in Fig. 3 and the clusters for just left side is in Fig. 4. The cluster parameters are a radius of 40 and a number count of 3 to form a cluster. A plot of migration versus number of iterations is given in Fig. 5. The migration number versus number of iterations is nearly constant with an average of about 35. The results for the 5,000,000 run are given in the Fig. 6. Even after 5 million iterations there wasn't any sign of convergence or a state of equilibrium. The plot of the track for object \((n-n1)/2\), a weak object, in Fig. 8 shows that the movement was just as lively at the end as at the start. This plot is after 100,000 iterations. The other cases for individual objects display the same behavior. Although clusters are formed during the run, the clusters do not linger or stay around from run to run.

---

**Fig. 3. Clusters for Exp.1a. Purple left side. Green right side**

**Fig. 4. Left side clusters. Clusters formed on left side at end of 400,000 iteration run**

*Some nice clusters formed by left side migrants on right side*
This seems to be contrary to our day-to-day experience where we see neighborhoods of objects gathering together. It is observed all over the United States that migrants tend to cluster in neighborhoods or in section of a city that will allow them and provide support during the transition period. In light of these results we made some additional test runs. Test runs were made to verify particle movement. Tests were made on all strong particles and guaranteed the particles moved as intended. Extensive effort was expended to see that the program was working as intended. These runs had only the strong forces action such as so to so s1 to so and all the others. Each movement was checked individually for magnitude and direction. Two sets of runs were made one with 10 objects on each side and another with 20 objects on each side. In all cases the 80% weak-20% strong particles split was used, and in all cases the particle movement was as expected. Similar runs for the weak particles also worked as intended.

Fig. 5. Left side migration for 100 objects. The number of left side migrants on the right side versus number of iterations at the end of a run
Nearly constant with the average of about 35

Fig. 6. The initial and final locations for 500 objects
400 weak and 100 strong. 5,000,000 iterations. Red cross start left side. Green x start right side. blue asterisk left side final. Orange ox right side final. deltax=deltay=0.001. ro=15 no=3
3.2.2 Exp2

In Exp (2) our model was extended to have an employment rate on each side of the border. We assumed that the employment rate was less on the left side of the border than on the right side. It was assumed that the search for employment [12] one of the key drivers for migration. We have used 80% employment on the left and 95% employment on the right. Our imposed effect was that the unemployed moved twice as fast for a given force than the employed. Results are given for one run. It is surprising that there was not more migration from left to right given these employment numbers. From these data it appears that a harsh environment, poor economy and poor employment are not enough for migration to become immigration. An additional incentive is needed for the migrant to stay. However, in this experiment the migrants had no way of knowing of job opportunities, and no provision was made to assign jobs.
3.2.3 Experiment 3

In Exp.3 the \( w_1 \) force on \( w_o \) was attractive. The locations of the objects are shown in Fig. 16. This run was with 100 objects and 10 million iterations. Clusters for \( r_o=30 \) and \( r_p=30 \) and \( n_o=4 \) are given in Figs. 17-18.

3.2.4 Experiment 4

In Exp.4 employment opportunities were put in place on the right side. This was implemented by setting up employment centers and radii for employment. If a left side migrant got closer to the center than the radius the migrant got a job. We set up two centers one at (383,384), and one at (383,127). After getting a job that migrant did not move for the rest of the simulation. The new job takes precedence over the old job if the migrant already had one. There were a number of jobs allocated to each center. In our simulations there were two centers of employment.
When a migrant got a job the number of jobs available at that center was decremented by one. When all jobs at a center had been given that center gave no more jobs for migrants. The rules were that only migrants originally from the left side could get these jobs, and a migrant kept the job for the duration of the simulation. If the deltax and deltay are thought of as a basic time unit say a second then 2 months is about 2.5 million iterations and 4 months is about 5 million iterations. These might be useful times for farm harvesting, holiday jobs or other seasonal work. However with 500 objects all of the 100 jobs at each center were taken in less than 10,000 iterations. The results are shown in Figs. 19-22. This simulation shows that an incentive to stay helps the migrant to stay.
Fig. 13. Final locations of left side objects in Exp. 2

Fig. 14. Clusters for left side objects Exp. 2. ro=40 no=3
Not many clusters. One good size cluster across the border

Fig. 15. Clusters for right side objects Exp 2. ro=40 no=3
Some big clusters and fairly deep
Fig. 16. 100 objects for Exp.3. 10,000,000 iterations. Initial and final locations. Red cross initial left side. Green x initial right side. Blue asterick final left. Orange box right side final.

Fig. 17. Clusters left side and right side. ro=20 and no=3

Fig. 18. Clusters. Left side purple. Right side green. ro=3 no=3

Lots of cluster on each side
Fig. 19. Initial and final location for Exp. 4. Red cross initial left side. Green x initial location right side. Blue asterick final location left side. Orange box final location right side. 500 objects. 10,000 iterations. Employment clusters formed around the location centers.

Fig. 20. Left side final object locations. Showing clusters at the employment center.

Fig. 21. Final clusters. Purple left side. Green right side. Clearly shows clusters around employment centers. Ro=20 and no=3. Because all of the migrant jobs were given early in the simulation other clusters did not have time to form.
Presented here is a program or simulation to describe the migration of objects under various conditions. This paper only reports results for a small number of configurations and a small number of parameter variation. The forces can be adjusted as well as to which objects interact with each other on a group basis. The forces can be adjusted to be attractive or repulsive and could be changed further by modifying the program. No external forces are included here. Future work will expand this range and look for interesting situations to simulate. It has been suggested that other parameters than employment may play a role in the motivation of an individual to migrate [5,10]. We would like to look at making job acceptance voluntary. One important point is that some incentive is needed to turn migration into immigration. We plan also to look at different numbers of job centers. Other factors might include the influence from family, friends, desire for adventure and travel. In future work it would be interesting to see if some of these factors might be included and evaluate their effect.

4.1 Conclusions

1. It appears that just an unfavorable governance and a poor economy are not enough to cause massive migration.
2. Even after adding unemployment as a tag such that unemployment on the left side was decidedly lower than the right side the migration did not increase significantly or not at all.
3. The clusters that formed were not sustainable indicating lack of reason to stay. That is no state of equilibrium can be detected.
4. The migration left to right and right to left was about the same. This shows a lack of interest in either side.
5. The incentive provided by job opportunities and acceptance caused stable clusters of migrants to form.
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